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Marc J. Gensler 
Comment staff 
Members of the Bridgewater 
community gathered in the Cam-
pus Center Ballroom, Wednesday 
night to hear a lecture by Donald 
Woods entitled "Cry Freedom: 
Apartheid, The Tragedy of South 
Africa." 
Donald Woods makes a poi~f at hj~.,~,~t~~~ on apartheid 
February 25, 1988 Bridgewater, MA 
Elections furor: 
invalid election or 
ousted candidate? 
By Brent Rossi 
Comment staff 
Allegations of improper campaign procedures and violations of 
election codes by both a candidiate and the Student Government 
Association have followed the elections held on February 17 and 18. 
According to a memorandum from Attorney General Richard DeRosa 
to the members of the Congress: 
"Curtis J. Landsberger cannot be sworn in on Tuesday, February 23, 
1988, because the election is under scrutiny." 
DeRosa and Elizabeth Hallal, SGA elections director, felt that 
Landberger, a candidate for the vacant Class of 1989 seat in the 
Congress, violated several rules stated in the "Key Points to 
Remember while Campaigning" sheet given to candidates before the 
election. 
According to DeRosa, Landsberger violated the rule that states that 
no candidate may campaign within 30 feet of the polling area. 
A letter from Congressman David White to Hallal, DeRosa and 
SGA President Tom Devin states that "I would like to file a fonnal 
complaint against the class of '89 candidiate Curtis J. Landsberger. I 
observed campaign posters in areas not specified in the election rules." 
White did not specify in his letter where he saw the posters. 
Donald Woods is a white 
South African who was the editor 
of the South African newspaper 
the Daily Dispatch. In 1977 he 
was "banned" in South Africa for 
trying to reveal the true cause of 
death of his friend, Steven Biko, 
who died in a South African jail 
from blows to the head. Being 
banned meant that Woods was in Campus Center Ballroom. (Staff photo by Bruce DeViller) 
Allegations were made at Tuesday night's SGA meeting that 
Landsberger had posters within the double doors on either side of the 
polling area in the Campus Center, conuar)' to \\1.C c\c\:.tl.1..1n ru\c:s .. ??t allowed to write a :&itl&l~ ~ 
word, could .~?~ .. ~ m~n~one~ in 
his native p~ss~ cBuld not speaf 
to more than one person at a time 
or be in a room with more than 
one person at a time with the 
exception of his family. He left 
South Africa illegally a. few 
months after he was banned. 
Since leaving his homeland, 
Woods has written three books 
about it, including Biko and 
Asking for Trouble, which served 
as the basis for the Academy 
Award nominated film Cry 
Freedom. 
Woods began . by discussing 
several of the 317 apartheid laws 
and how they affect everyday life 
in South Africa. 
"These (laws) prescribed that a 
building laborer, a black building 
laborer, on a building site, could 
hammer a nail into a piece of 
;=~~~f . · .. bac:k: part, the claw part, to pull a 
nail · out of a piece· of wood, 
because that was graded as more 
technical work. It was for lighter 
skinned workers." He also men-
tioned how the law that seg-
regated the South African 
universities· . was na'med The 
Extention of Un~versity Educa-
tion Act and the law that required 
black women to carry passbooks 
like black. men was called the 
Abolition of Passes· Act. 
Said Woods, "You're dealing 
here with fairly crazy people who 
like giving fancy, nice sounding 
names to terrible things!" 
He then went on to his meet-
m·gs· with black South African 
activist Steven Biko and their 
friendship. He said that after his 
first meeting with him, which 
press 
man rve ever met." He then 
discussed his life after Biko's 
death, and the pain of having to 
deal with being banned. 
On his decision to leave his 
home he said," ... what decided us 
both (\Voods and his wife) that 
we'd have to go very quickly was 
that the Security Police had fired 
bullets into our house, they had 
threatened members of the f am-
ily, they'd threatened to bomb the 
place, and then finally they sent 
my five-year old daughter a small 
teeshirt which had Steve Biko's 
face on the front, made it look as 
if it had come from supporters of 
Steve Biko, and the inside of the 
shirt was sprayed with ninhydren, 
which is an acid-based powder, 
and of course when she put this 
SGA allocates $5,000 
to on-campus daycare 
By Brent Rossi 
Comment staff 
both on a. full and part-time Stockman. 
basis. Stockman said that there In addition to providing day 
are approximately 40 people care for BSC students, ac· 
The Student Government ·on the waiting list. cording to Stockman, the cen-
Association · voted to allocate ter also provides jobs for 12 
$5,000 to the Burrill Avenue She stated that it is the work-study students and two 
Day Care Center at Tuesday "non-traditional" student who graduate. assistants; the center 
·night's meeting. utilizes the services of the day is also used as an. observation 
Kathy s~.ockman~ director of care center. She stated .that laboratory for several. depart-
the facility~ addressed the Con- this type of student is a mother ments. In this way, she said, 
gress, stating mat 80 percent who returns to the· workplace the center is "benefii:ting the 
of the 30 available spots are after two or three years of college as a whole." 
filled by the children of Bridge- raising her child, only to find The $5,000 will help sub-
water State students. The re- that she needs a degree to sidize the amount that students 
Mederios confinned the allegation. 
Landsberger stated that he had not placed a poster on the ballot box, 
and did not know who did. 
Another discrepancy found by DeRosa involves the location of 
posters in other buildings. Posters were found in the library, not one of 
the buildings specified in the "Points to Remember." Landsberger said 
that the bulletin boards in the library are reserved for ·"general 
announcements." 
The final discrepancy found is that Landsberger's posters were not 
stamped at the Campus Center information booth, as stated in the 
''Points to Remember." Landsberger contests that the rules state that· 
all posters should be stamped, and not that they must be stamped. 
The Congress would not swear in the other two candidates for the 
Class of '89 seats until a decision on the matter was reached by Devin, 
DeRosa and Hallal. The three met with Landsberger on Wednesday. 
cont.onp.3 
maining 20 percent are the compete. pay for enrollment in the 
children of . BSC faculty and "It's the mother who is center. Stockman stated that One of the posters which .caused candidate for the Class of 
staff. The:re are currently 34 trying to make a better life for each person pays $25 a week, 1989 Congress seat Curtis Landsberger to be disqualified L.-c_h_il_dr_en_enr_o_n_ec1_in_th_e_ce_n_ter_, __ h_er_se_I_f _an_d_h_e_r_chi_·_1~_e_n.;..,"_sai_· d..__c_on_t_. o_n_p-". -"3 ____ ,,,__ __ 
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Schwoegler not an announcer 
By Ed Ward 
Comment staff 
"There are a lot of song and 
dance weathennen on television. 
I'm not one of them," stated 
WBZ-TV, Channel four me-
teorologist Bruce Schwoegler 
Wednesday night in the science 
building lecture hall. 
Schwoegler was on campus as 
a guest lecturer.sponsored by the 
Earth Science and Geography 
Department and Club. Before his 
lecture, the opportunity was 
taken to unveil a plaque in 
memory of Dr. Paul A. 
Blackford, a professor in the 
department from 1970 until he 
passed away last year. The plaque 
will be placed in the science 
building meteorological display 
case. 
Schwoegler began his presen-
tation by explaining some of the 
advantages and disadvantages of 
television weather forecasting. 
"It's exciting, but TV is not as 
easy as it looks. It takes hours of 
preparation," he stated. "The days 
are long and at doesn't. matter 
how you feel. If I feel terrible 
one day, I can't go on TV and 
say, 'Shut up! I feel terrible.' 
There's a bit of acting involved." 
Much of the lecture centered on 
that concept of professional 
meteorologists versus weather 
annowicers. 
"Television is a business and if 
they're able to get away with 
weather announcers and gim-
micks instead of meteorologists 
they will. If they can sell it and 
the public lets them get away 
with it they'll sell it1" he 
continued. "I would like to think 
that news reports are done by 
journalists, medical reports done 
by doctors, and weather reports 
done by meteorologists, but the 
trend toward gimmicks is going 
to continue unless the public 
says differently." 
Of his own performance he 
said, "I can talk for hours about 
the weather. My main problem 
is that I talk too much. I try to 
tell you more about the weather 
than what it will be tomorrow. 
The weather announcers are 
usually late, faulty ~nd 
misinterpreted. They can't get 
away with this here where we are 
so dependant on the weather. 
People are getting short-
changed." 
A related problem that he 
pointed out is the news media's 
tendancy to cry wolf too often. 
"It happened with hurricane 
Gloria," he said. "I only forecast 
110-130 mile per hour winds, but 
some journalist wrote a lead that 
called it the 'Storm of the 
Century.' When the storm of the 
century does come, there will be 
people struggling for their lives. 
I'll be on the TV talking but it 
won't do a bit of good and that's 
scary!" 
The rest of the lecture dealt 
with topics from acid rain, to the 
Blizzard of '78, to electronic 
weather forecasting. The entire 
evening was laced with both 
humor and attention-grabbing 
infonnation. He concluded with 
a short question and answer 
session. 
Activist tells his own story 
cont.from p. 1 
on, it severely inflamed her face 
and eyes. Fortunately, it wasn't 
long lasting, but for about two 
hours this five-year old child was 
in agony. We realized then that if 
they would do that to a five-year 
old child because of her parent's 
politics, then we had to go 
Africa's strategy to get U.S. 
support. " ... the most important 
thing they want Americans to 
believe is that resistance to apar-
theid, black resistance to 
apartheid is communist inspired, 
communist led, communist influ-
enced. And the reason they do 
monism here." 
Towards the end of his lecture, 
Wood's talked of economic 
sanctions he would like to see 
levelled against South Africa. 
He ended the evening fielding 
questions that ranged from current 
South African events to questions 
Woods also discussed South kind of knee-Jerk fear of com- in the movie Cry Freedom. 
~EA- DURGIN LECTURE SER JES~ 
T~E GENTLEMEN OF FIRST DURGIN PRESE~T 
---DR. MICHAEL KRYZANEK-\fiO.lH K 'UPRES!DENTIAL RAt~ 
WHO ARE THE CANOIMTE • 
WHAT ARE 1HEY $AYI NG? 
WHERE W/LLTHEY TAl<ETUE U.S, FELECTfO. 
.~.AMERICA IS 1ll E 0 5TRONGH0l D 0 F 
DEMOCRAC.Y YEl; AS A F£0PlE AMERICANS 
P~Cl~TEINTHEIR [lMO(~Y THROUGH 
THEL6EOFTHEVOTE LESSlHAN ~NY 
01UER DEMOCRACY IN 1HE WORLD.~~ 
llJES MARCJ.l STH 7:30 P.M. 
LOUNGE 2., SHEA-DURGIN 
'"""REFRESHMENTS WILL Bf SERVE Dv--
Bruce Schwoegler lectures at the Conant Science Building. 
(Staff photo by Bruce DeViller.) 
Hall dedicated 
as . part of Black 
History Month 
By Bill Bilodeau 
Comment staff 
As one of the culminating 
events of Black History Month at 
Bridgewater State College, a Hall 
of Black Achievement was 
eRoom of 
night. 
Henry Hampton, executive pro-
ducer of Eyes on the Prize: 
America's Civil Rights Years, 
1954-1965, was awarded an 
honorary doctorate from the 
school. 
This is the first such hall in the 
country and will honor blacks 
from all over the state for their 
contributions and achievements._ 
It will also hold papers and other 
artifacts of significance to blacks. 
The initial inductees into the 
hall include W.E.B. DuBois~ a 
civil rights activist who was the 
first black graduate from Harvard 
University: former United States 
ambassador and abolitionist 
Frederick Douglas; New Bedford 
resident Louis Temple, inventor 
of the toggle harpoon; and Dr. 
Charlotte Hawkins-Brown, who 
ran a black finishing school in 
North Carolina. 
Also inducted into the hall was 
Mary Hudson Onley, the first 
black graduate of BSC and a 
or 
school system around the turn of 
the century. 
Onley's daughter, Joan Fisher 
of St. Louis, presented Hampton 
with an honorary doctorate in her 
mother's name. Hampton will 
return to BSC in June to present 
the Mary Hudson Onley full 
scholarship to an outstanding 
black scholar. 
Members of the hall's com-
mision include Aida Bruns of the 
department of social work, Henry 
Santos of the music department, 
F. Ann duCille of the english 
department and Assistant to the 
President on Affinnative Action 
and Community Affairs Paul L. 
Gaines. The supervisor of the 
project is Lovelle Dyett, exec-
utive consultant to the president 
on minority affairs. 
WE'RE HIRING! 
Full & Part-time Positions 
Bussers - Waitpersons - Hostpersons 
Excellent Starting Salaries 
Ref erred by Chris Dragon 
Please Apply in Person Mon. - Sun. 
2pm - 4pm 
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Bridgewater-at-Oxford 
plan soon under\vay 
Bryon Hayes 
Comment staff 
Bridgewater State College, in 
cooperation with St. Hilda's 
College, Oxford. will be spon-
soring a special summer program 
for students who wish to study in 
England. 
point, saying that, "U1is would 
allow smdents to mix not onlv 
with people [students] fro~ 
Europe, but also people in dif-
ferent parts of their own coun-
try." 
BSC student Catherine A. Ennis. Class of 1989, left. and Norwood resident J<aren Pizzelli 
look over the damage to their cars last Friday. The two were involved in a three-car 
accident at the comer of Summer and Plymouth streets. (Staff photo by Debra Willis.) 
The program, which is under 
the direction of Professors 
Charles Nickerson and William 
Smith, both of the English 
Deparunent, will center upon the 
theme of "Texts and Contexts: 
Students attending St. Hilda's 
will be taught by faculty mem-
bers associated with Oxford Uni-
versity. The academics will 
consist of two morning lectures 
on the topic of "Britain: Liter-
ature, History and Society from 
1870 10 Present Day." The 
students will then attend small 
tutorial classes on three after-
noons each week. These sub-
jects are: Oxford in Literature, 
Nature and Society 1715-18-1-0, 
George Eliot's ,\f iddlemarch and 
Emily Bronze's Wu1hering 
!!eights, and Aesthetes and 
Decadents. 
Studies in Nineteenth Century in 
En- glish Literature." 
SGA elections in an uproar Nickerson stated that, "this program will be beneficial to 
students. The English approach 
to their literature is very different 
from the American standards. 
They [the English] tend to con-
centrate more on context and 
background." 
cont.from p. 1 
Following the meeting, Hallal 
stated that Landsberger was 
disqualified. 
The question of an invalid 
election was raised by several 
people, including Congressman 
John Burns. According to Burns. 
the ballot stated to vote for "no . 
more than two" candidates. but 
there is only one seat open. 
Burns said that one congressman 
from the Class of 1989, Michael 
McVay was sworn in on 
November 10,· 1987, and has 
missed all meetings this 
semester. No leuer of resignation 
was received from McVay, nor 
was he impeached. Therefore, 
stated Burns, the election was 
cont.from p. 1 
and that that amount is much 
lower than any surrounding 
college. 
The SG A had originally 
planned to give the center 
$2,500, and give an equal 
amount to the Early Childhood 
Learning Center, formerly 
located in Tillinghast Hall, 
now located off-campus in 
Bridgewater. 
Student Services Staff 
Assistant Timothy . Millerick 
informed Congress that the 
college's legal counsel is 
invalid. 
Halla! stated that McVay had 
related his intentions to resign to 
her. 
Landsberger stated that he did 
not get the "Points to 
Remember" because they were 
given to the candidates at a 
meeting he did not attend. 
"I was never informed of the 
meeting," he said, "until after the 
meeting." Landsberger stated that 
the SGA office secretary told him 
that the meeting had been 
cancelled and that Congressman 
Jeff Tucker had been present 
when she said that. 
Landsberg er said that members 
of Congress had seen the oosters 
looking into the legality of 
allocating state trust fund 
money to a private. off-campus 
corporation. 
Two women who have 
children in the Burrill Avenue 
center, spoke on behalf of the 
program. One stated that in 
other day care centers, the main 
concern of the operation is 
"maintenance of the child, not 
development. The (Burrill 
Avenue) center's main concern 
is the development of the 
children's minds." 
during the election but no one 
said anything to him until after 
the election. 
Landsberger is filing suit in 
Student Court against the SGA 
because he feels he was treated 
unfarily by DeRosa and Hallal. 
"They're saying I'm auto-
matically guilty," stated 
Landsberger. "It hasn't been 
brought up in front of a judge. 
"The question is not the 
election itself," he continued. 
"It's of the mechanics of the 
election. This has to be brought 
to court." 
Landsberger stated that the 
election rules are not clear. "Even 
the SGA doesn't know what the 
rules are," he stated. 
The Bridgewater-at-Oxford Pro-
gram is being sponsored ex-
clusively by BSC, but the offer 
for this program has been made 
to colleges and universities across 
the country. Said Smith, "there 
are 40 openings available. Hope-
fully, we will have enough appl-
icants to fill them. 
"An ideal situation would be to 
have half of the applicants from 
the Bridgewater area and the 
college, and half from the rest of 
the country." 
Nickerson commented on this 
Smith noted that, "the mor-
ning lectures will be attended by 
students from across Europe. 
while the tutorial classes will 
involve only students from the 
US." 
Those attending the three week 
seminar will receive three credits, 
from BSC, under the EN 490 
Texts and Contexts course. 
Both Smith and Nickerson 
encourage BSC students to apply. 
The deadline for handing in 
application forms is March 31, 
and final selections will be made 
on or after April 15. 
SIGMA CHI 
AUCTION 
HERE'S A CHANCE TO GET SOMEONE TO CLEAN YOUR 
ROOM, DO YOUR LAUNDRY, WASH YOUR CAR, OR ANY-
THING ELSE YOU WANT HIM TO DO FOR YOU. a. 
e 
"So Hire a Student 
for a Day" 
THE AUCTION WILL BE HELD ON 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2nd 
7 :00-8 :OO·p.m. 
Campus Center Demonstration Room 
sponsored by SIGMA CHI 
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Declare the elections 
invalid 
Editorial 
" ... upon resignation or removal from office of any 
S.G.A. officer prior to March 1, the President shall call 
for an election to take place so that the vacant position 
shall be filled ... " 
So reads article 5, section B, and point K of the SGA 
Constitution. Once again, the SGA has violated their 
own constitution. This time they ran an election for a seat 
that has not yet been vacated. Congressman for the Class 
of 1989 Mike McVay has not attended an SGA meeting 
since last semester. According to Elections Director 
Elizabeth Hallal, he is going to hand in his resignation, 
however, he has not done so, nor has he been 
impeached. Therefore, his seat is not vacant. 
Yet, there is still discussion over whether or not the 
election should be declared invalid. There really 
shouldn't be a problem with this, should there be? It's a 
matter of simple mathematics; there have been two 
people elected to fill two supposed vacancies, but only 
one vacancy exists. That means that there can only be 
one person elected. 
So, one could say, why not simply give the one vacant 
seat to the top vote-getter? Because allegations have been 
made that the candidate violated the Elections Code and 
has subsequently been disqualified. The candidate is 
filing suit with the Student Court because he feels that he 
was not treated fairly in the election. 
The Constitution states that the election can be declared 
invalid if. there is "Any b:each of th~ Election Co~e by 
sec 10n , num er . ri o er or e 
declared invalid, any student must submit copies of their 
reasons to the Elections Committee Chairperson, the 
Attorney General and the President of SGA. The plaintiff 
must then meet. with the Attorney General and the 
Elections. Committee Chairperson, and if the matter 
cannot be resolved, then it goes to Student Court. 
But, it's not fair to the candidates to call the entire 
elections ~nvalid, cry the SGA Congressmen; they were 
elected fairly by the people. Only 48 people voted in this 
election. Hardly a mandate. of the people. 
A new e~ection should be held by the SGA, under 
close scrutmy of everyone on campus. Then the entire 
elections process should be completely overhauled with 
the rules stated in a plain manner for all to understarid. 
Correction 
In the article "Student Government Fee battle: 
to raise or lower annual rate," which appeared 
in last week's issue, Congressman Tobi 
Krasnow only supported raising the SGAfee 
by ~o dollars. · 
Business Manager 
Edmund F. Ward 
Ad Manager 






Editor tn Chief 
Christine Howard 
Democratic hopefuls eye a "Super Tuesday" 
a potential last stand for Gore and Simon 
Campaign 88 
By Colin Thomas Manzo 
Special To The Comment 
With Iowa and New Hampshire 
behind them, the six Democratic 
presidential hopefuls now face the 
most important task of gaining 
momentum for March 8th's 
"Super Tuesday" contest. The 
"Super Tuesday" contest involves 
18 states holding primaries and 
caucuses; the bulk of which will 
be held in the south. Up for grabs 
are the allegiances of 1,307 
Democratic delegates. 
The presidential campaign 
swung through two mid-western 
states this past Monday. In South 
Dakota, Rep. Richard Gephardt 
pulled out a victory over rival 
Gov. Mike Dukakis. Tennessee 
Senator Albert Gore, who is 
banking his whole campaign on 
the "Super Tuesday" contest, 
placed a lagging third. Mean-
while, Jesse Jackson, Qary Hart 
and a fast fading Paul Simon 
picked up the rear. In Minnesota, 
Gov. Mike Dukakis built on his 
strong third place Iowa showing 
Senator Paul Simon. Simon had 
finished a reasonable sec.:ond in 
Iowa and third in the New 
Hampshire primary, however, 
Simon could not gain over ten 
percent in either South Dakota or 
Minnesota, states considered to 
be in his "own back yard." 
Simon had hoped to build 
momentum going into the 
"Super Tuesday" contest; instead 
he may hang up his bow-tie and 
call it qui!·) 
It i~; l:.!ear that the two 
front-runnefs, Mike Dukakis and 
Richardt Gephardt, are headed for 
a two-way ~:.ogfight all the way to 
tf1e convention. floor. Dukakis 
enjoys an 2dvantage in national 
recognition (a result of winning 
New Hampshire) and in the 
important area of funding. While 
Gephardt's wallet is constantly 
empty, Dukakis is operating his 
finances effectively. Gephardt has 
been blitzing the southern states 
with his pro-agricultural platform 
and has used his protectionist 
trade stands to gain support from 
southern farmers and bus-
inessmen, who have had hard 
times during the past decade. 
Dukakis has enjoyed the endorse-
ment of Louisiana Governor Bill 
caucus on March 5th, three days 
before "Super Tuesday." Gephardt 
is expected to win there and he 
hopes to get added publicity and a 
boost of momentum going into 
Ivfurch 8th's super prize. 
As for the rest of the 
Democrats in the race, Al Gore's 
gambie is based on his strong 
southern roots. The Tennessee 
Senator has foregone any of the 
earlier primaries and caucuses in 
order to fully concentrate on the 
south. 
Gore hopes he can win a 
significant percentage of delegates 
therefore making him ·a force 
come convention time. He may 
win his home state of Tennesee 
and do well elsewhere, yet it 
would still be an upset. 
The Rev. Jesse Jackson has 
also taken on Gore's southern 
strategy and as of this writing 
enjoys a slight lead over Dukakis 
in some southern states' polls. 
No doubt Jackson will do well; 
however, with "Super Tuesday" 
and southern campaigning just 
getting ready to go full gear, he 
may not be able to compete with 
a strong Gephardt and nationally 
emerging, as well as, financially 
sound, Dukakis. 
sot.a caucuses. ilucntial southern Democrats. Tuesday" contest, but it may be 
time to hang up that bow-tic and 
pull out. With no money and no 
votes Simon is sinking fast 
The biggest disappointment To protect himself, Gephardt 
since New Hampshire has been has campaigned heavily in 
the very poor showing of Illinois Wyoming, where there will be a 
Let's stick to the real issues 
To the Editor: 
The other day I read two' 
editorials that caused me to see 
red. Now, I frequently disagree 
with opinions expressed in ·the 
Comment by fellow BSC-ers. 
and that's okay. We can't expect 
everyone to agree with us, even if 
deep in our hearts we're convinced 
that our view rea~ly is the right· , 
one. Besides, a little dissension is 
healthy. It gets your blood 
flowing and· fires up the brain 
cells. No, what got me angry this 
time was not a difference of 
opinion on an issue - it was the 
refusal to face the actual issue 
involved. 
A lot of people have convinced 
themselves that the Supreme 
Court's ruling on the high school 
student newspaper in Hazelwood, 
Mo. was a reversal of previous 
decisions on the First Amend· 
ment Freedom of the press and 
of speech has been trampled on, 
they cry. Oh, really? I think not. 
I'm afraid this is another case 
where. those of us self-appointed 
defenders ·of truth - namely, 
up-and-coming young journalists 
and writers - have sounded a false 
alarm .. I suspect ·some of us 
defend our First Amendment 
freedoms so jealously that our 
zeal tends to get slightly out of 
hand, to the detriment of our 
integrity, of the facts involved, 
and of our readers. Every one of 
us wants to see material we've 
poured our hearts and minds into 
published, and if we have the 
fortune to be on the staff of a 
paper, we tend to assume that 
we're entitled to that publication. 
But what we all know, deep down 
in our hearts, is that the greatest 
potential obstacle standing 
between us and the printed page 
is not some Supreme Court 
interpretation, or the government, 
or some establishment figure, or 
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Senator Ted Kennedy, dubious senior leader 
of the liberal doublespeakers, strikes again. 
The Right Idea 
By Jeff Tucker 
Special to The Comment 
Our esteemed senior senator 
of the Peoples' Republic of 
Tiaxachusetts humbled Bridgewater 
State two weeks ago by 
enlightening us with his 
contradictions and doublespeak. 
His best act was on the topic 
of Central America and our 
policy towards this region. When 
asked of his view of Nicaragua, 
Kennedy stated that the 
Sandinistas are not a threat to the 
United States and that they had a 
"ragtag army;" while still on 
this same subject, Kennedy 
seemed to have a temporary 
memory lapse in which he 
dubiously stated that aid to the 
Contras would result in the 
commitment of the U.S. military 
to such an extent that "a whole 
generation of our boys" would be 
traumatized by being involved in 
a conflict that would not only 
spill over from Nicaraqua into El 
Salvador and Guatamala, but 
would possibly extend to 
Southern Mexico. Realistically. 
how is it possible that the U.S. 
military, one of the most 
powerful in the world, would be 
bogged down in Central America 
by a "rag-tag Army." Could there 
be something Ted isn't telling us, 
like the possibility that four 
billion dollars of Soviet Aid has 
been sent to the Sandinistas since 
1979? Or possibly that the Hind 
Helicopters that the Nicaraguans 
now have, the U.S. military can't 
match. 
Or how about Kennedy's 
assertion that the U.S., with only 
4% of the world's population, can 
no longer police the world and 
must stay out of situations like 
Nicaragua. But Ted, isn't it you 
It's not the Burrill 
Building anymore 
it's DiNardo Hall 
"Uh. excuse me." 
"Yes?" 
"Um, can you tell me where 
DiNardo Hall is?" 
"Sorry, no." 
"Oh, you're a freshman, too?" 
"No, a junior. Are you sure 
you're at the right school?" 
Yes, you're at the right school. 
Just when you thought you were 
safe: your car is parked, (legally). 
your books are bought, (even if 
you're now broke), and you1re 
ready to head to your new 
fourth-quarter class, but can't find 
the building it's in. 
The Alliance for Building 
Label Exchange (ABLE) has 
struck again, and the latest victim · 
is DiNardo Hall. Oh, that's right~ 
most of you remember.when that 
was the Burrill Avenue Academic 
Building, (just last week). Who's 
DiNardo? · 
ABLE, also known as the 
Naming of College Facilities 
Committee consists of 12 
members, (three each of students 
-- how were they chosen? --
faculty. administrators and alumi) 
and operates out of the office of 
the Executive Vice-President. 
They are the same group that, 
since the beginning of the 
Indelicato regime, has altered the 
names of Grove Street (to 
Harrington Hall) •. Tilly's dining 
room (to the (Sheriff) Peter and 
David Flynn Dining Commons), 
and of course the Student Union 
(to the Adrian Rondileau Campus 
Center). among others. 
While the idea of naming 
some· of the }Jeople who will be 
using the buildings know a little 
about the ones they're being 
named for -M before the names are 
changed. 
Also, although it's one thing 
to name a building !hat has never 
had one (i.e. Grove Street), it 
shows great disrespect to rename 
those which were designated for a 
specific reason. In particular, the 
Student Union. When this 
structure was renamed the Adrian 
Rondileau Campus Center, it was 
meant to honor Dr. Rondileau. 
The name itself, though, went 
against some of the progressive 
attitude of his administration. 
Just before the building was 
opened in the early 70's, 
Roridileau sent a request to the 
Student Government, (then 
powerful and r~tedh-asking if 
they would approve changing the 
proposed name from Student 
Union to College Center. When 
this suggestion was flatly denied, 
Rondileau abided by the students' 
wishes and did not make the 
change. 
It may be too late to correct 
some of these changes now, but 
we don't have to allow more to 
be made. 
If ABLE wants to change some 
more names, maybe they should 
be sure of the history behind the 
present ones and the whole 
college community's opinions of 
the new ones. 
And by the way, before we get 
any more "Hall''s on campus, 
maybe we should try to come up 
with a few classrooms, bedrooms 
and parking room. 
who always says that economic 
sanctions will end Apartheid even 
though the leader of the major 
Black Tripe, Chief Buthelezi, 
says that sanctions are in fact 
worse for the blacks and will 
only cause violence and 
bloodshed? Or what about your 
calls for action against Chile and 
Israel? I agree that the U.S. 
should protest, Ted. but let's be 
fair. The situations in 
Afghanistan, Ethiopia, Tibet, and 
the Soviet Union itself aren't all 
that great either! 
How about SDI. Ted? Don't 
like that either now, do you? You 
favor research! Well, isn't that 
special! You're always yelling, 
screaming, and kicking your feet 
with the rest of your liberal 
cohorts telling the American 
people it absolutely, under no 
circumstances, will work! But if 
it wouldn't work why do you 
favor research? Isn't that a waste 
of tax payers' money? You're just 
saying that so some moderates 
will think you haven't gone so 
far to the left that you've fallen 
off the political spectrum, so 
they will vote for you in the 
November election. 
Another example of 
Kennedy's artful use of rhetoric 
and doublespeak occurred when he 
attempted (and I use the word 
attempted because he failed 
miserably) to persuade the crowd 
in asking if they favored 
"Revenue Enhancements." Now. 
what could that be? Could it be a 
call for new TAXES, if one can 
be so bold as to deduce such a 
thought since everybody knows 
that the Democrats never raise 
taxes, do they Ted! Have you 
talked to Mondale, lately? 
Oh, last, but not least, is 
Ted's position on abortion. 
Whether one is pro-life or 
pro-choice, Ted's position is that 
he doesn't want the Federal 
Government, of all things. 
intenering with a women•s choice 
of privacy. Well. Ted, let's not 
fool the people into thinking 
you're some kind of Libertarian 
or something! Your record clearly 
shows that you're there in ,the 
senate ready to pounce on 
freedom if it will further your 
liberal agenda. Come on. Ted, 
show a little backbone, be a little 
consistent 
And the last and biggest 
hypocricy of au is the belief that 
Ted Kennedy represents the 
citizens of Massachusetts. He 
doesn't for all practical purposes 
e\·en live here, but comes back 
every sixth year to reclaim his 
seat from our state~ (talk about a 
rotten borough.) Ted. honestly, 
we want to have you here in 
Massachusetts, so in November 
of 1988, when the citizens of 
Massachusetts throw off their 
chains of liberal oppression. 
maybe then you'll come home to 
roost. 
You've got to sign your letters 
A letter from the Editor 
I Editorial Comments 
By Christine Howard 
Comment staff 
about .the food setvice. tbe 
smoking lounge, or the 
parking problems. However, I 
am afraid that people will 
ridicule me for writing this 
letter, so I would like my 
name withheld. 
Wrong. In the February 11 
edition of The Comment, I 
printed a letter to the editor -
"Bergstrom should be tenured, 
his loss would be a tragedy." 
The name on the letter was 
withheld, because there was a 
valid reason. The student who 
submitted the letter was 
writing in representation of a 
group of classmates. The 
student feared that he or she 
might have problems with 
other professors in the de-
partment because of the letter. 
The editorial board felt that 
requesting that the name be 
-withheld. 
In order for a letter to . be 
printed, it must be signed with 
a phone number for ver-
ification. Several of the letters 
I recieved this week did have a 
name, hut no number; there-
fore, they could not be ver-
ified. One of the letters listed a 
disconnected phone number. 
The letters addressed prob-
lems with the food service, and 
with public demonstrations of 
affections in the smoking 
lounge. Somehow, these issues 
do not seem to me to be so 
controversial or personal that a 
name should be withheld. 
Having written numerous 
signed commentaries on var-
ious campus issues (including 
;~y 
not wish to have their Mines 
printe~· because their friends 
may not like what they have to 
say. 
In the future. when writing a 
letter to the editor, include 
your name and a phone number 
for verification. If you would 
like to have your name 
withheld. come in and talk to 
me and I will determine (in 
conjunction with the editorial 
board) if you· have a valid 
reason. If there is no phone 
number, or no name, oo one 
will see your letter except the 
trash bin. 
Let's stick to the real issues 
contJromp. 4 
any other external threat of 
censorship - it is the dreaded, 
omnipotent force known as 
Editorial Policy. The editor of the 
paper wields ultimate authority 
over what will go into 
his/her/their publication~ and 
none of us on a staff, while 
perhaps resenting a decision not 
to print something we worked 
long and hard on, would ever 
think of taking our editor (also 
known as boss) to court about it 
That's the editor's job. after all.: 
the decision to print or spike. In 
fact, I'd be willing to bet that 
deep inside we'd all like to find 
ourselves in that same, enviable 
position. 
And editorial discretion is what 
was really at heart of the 
Hazelwood East prineipal's 
decision. not to publish certain 
material~ In fact. he had what l 
feel was a very laudable, decent 
justification. An article, in whic? 
two students had discussed their 
parents' divorces and some 
attitudes on sex, was supposed to 
guarantee anonymity to those 
two students. But when he read 
the piece, · the principal 
immediately .knew who those two 
students were, and realized a lot 
of other people would, too. He 
decided against allowing the 
article•s publication because he 
felt the potential distress and 
embarassment those two students 
would have been caused was not 
worth whatever contribution a 
frank discussion of the issues 
would have made. This man was 
not only justifiably concerned for 
bis students' welfare - be was also 
legally in the right. The 
newspaper's charter placed the 
finalright of decision to print in 
the hands of the school's 
administration - which means. in 
other words, that the 
administration, in this case, the 
principal is the editor. 
So let's stop the phony 
hysteria about the big, bad 
establishment figures who have 
so blatantly trampled on . our 
rights, admit that the judicial 
process has functioned fairly and 
turn our efforts toward some real 
issues that warrant our attention. 
And when we do, please. let's be 
honest about it and honour our 
commitment to dealing with our 
readers truthfully. 
Paula M. Satinoff 
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Arts, entertainment and features 
Celebrate Black 
History Month 
By John Ryan 
Comment staff 
Every February, an event of great importance graces the 
Bridgewater campus; Black History Month. For many 
years, Black History Month has come and gone, but few 
grasp the true meaning of this event. Black History Month 
is not just for the black race alone. Far from it. It is here 
to increase all people's awareness. 
The lectures on campus are the main drive of Black 
History Month. They surround the issues of being 
responsible, being professional, opportunities for 
minorities in business, and even problems in South 
Africa. Many of the lectures center around trying to 
motivate blacks on campus into tackling the kind of jobs 
they want. These lectures talk about different kinds of 
jobs that stereo-typed black people are not expected to get. 
The backgrounds of these fields are also explained to 
show people how to get into these works and what they 
are really like. The lectures use videotape and personal 
experience to demonstrate to the audience about the 
material they are explaining. The lecturers who use their 
own personal experiences give the demonstration the most 
power, because it shows that the example can actually 
happen. 
Dropo is BSC's Off-campus Housing representative. He can help with any 
problems you might have. (Staff Photo by Debra Willis) 
Off-campus dwellers: 
know your ri 
One thing the lectures need are more people in 
attendence. At the last lecture, the hall was less than half By Christine tloward 
•-W~!M~~Mt!iteffr~oif!lti-h,_erpAfiifrjo[l-Ajm~ellriiilcainirtjSlio!icliieilt•~~·c•ollmime"'8!nilt •s•tallff •. ,.,11.PlllllMllllllll ."·i-•nMl81fOl1n 111111:r• JIMll· 1mJ1ttrflllDQ1Jtm11 
Vice Prdsident Jackie Holmes. One of the big surprises days for the repair man to come and fix it. At 12 a.m., when it was 35 degrees outside you ran out of ·"""' 
was that several high ranking Bridgewater officials oil and the landlord's phone was disconnected. When it was time to move out in May your landlord 
attended, including Acting President Dillman. told you that you had damaged the apartment so badly you wouldn't be receiving your security deposit 
Lionel Yearwood, senator at large and a prominent back. 
member of the Afro-American Society had this to say, 111 Things like this only happen in the tenements of slums in the inner city, right? Wrong, things like 
think that the lectures are beneficial to students who are this can, and have happened in Bridgewater. How to avoid being taken advantage of by your apartment 
really concerned· about their careers. The speakers also owner? Know your rights. 
created guidelines for the students who are still undecided According to the Bridgewater State College Office of Student Services 25% of all BSC students live 
about which field they would like to enter. off campus in the Bridgewater, Brockton, and Middleboro area. Most students live within three to 
· 11Th~ Afro-American Society has been around for a eight blocks of the campus. 
numberof years. But this year the members are really The first factor you should consider when looking for an apartment is the town by-laws concerning 
tryingto get things done. We are a small but dedicated rentals. The town of Bridgewater's by-laws require homeowners to obtain a special permit before 
club. The president and vice president are real go-getters." · · renting to four or more tenants who are not members of the same family. 
Dr. Henry Santos performs "The music of black composers" 
last Thursday eve. on C.C .stage. (Staff photo by Stephen 
McPhee.) 
If the apartment owner intends to rent to more tha.'1 three people, you should ask if he or she has a 
permit. 
Selectman Chair David Canepa said that tenants should talk to their apartment owners about getting 
a permit. If this fails then they should contact the Selectmen or the Board of Health. 
The. lease 
It is important to remember that a lease is a legal document. Once you sign it you and the 
apartment owner are bound to its terms. Student Services recommends that tenants check the 
following details before signing the lease: 
•How long does the lease last? 
•What is the rent? 
•When is it due? 
•Are utilities included? 
•Is a security deposit required? How much? 
•Who is responsible for apartment repairs? 
•Is parking available? Any additional costs? 
•Are pets allowed? 
•Are the tenants responsible for their individual rents or do all the roommates contribute to the rent 
for the apartment? 
William Patsost the SGA attorney, said that tenants should also find out how the lease is 
terminated, and whether a written notice is required. 
Patsos also said that both the apartment owner and the tenant are bound to the terms of the lease 
unless there is a breech of the contract. On the tenant's part this --can include failure to pay the rent. 
Breech of contract for the apartment owner includes failure to k:eep up the premises and make repairs. 
He said, "The landlord has a duty to make sure the place is habitable and not just barely habitable, it 
has to be safe. And your duty is to take care of the place." 
Patsos said that some of the health and safety requirements for habitablity are screens on the 
windows, good locks on th~ doors, pipes th~t do not leak, and freezers that freeze. 
Student Services also lists·some other regulations. 
•Each apartment is required to have two exits, and all exterior doors must be secured with locks. 
•A covered receptacle for garbage must be provided, by the owner, in.a three.or more unit dwelling. 
•Wiring cannot be located under floor covering, or extended through windows and doors. 
•Aparttnent owners must supply and keep in working order facilities for heatiag hot water. 
•Every inhabitable room in the apartment, this includes the bathroom, mast have facilities for 
-
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maintaining acceptable heat. 
•Doors, ceilings, windows, walls, 
stai:-cases, porches and foundations 
should be kept in repair, properly fitted 
and weather-tight. 
•Extermination is the responsibility of 
the apartment owner, unless it is a 
one-unit dwelling. Then it becomes the 
reponsibility of the occupant. 
Patsos said that if the apartment owner 
refuses to meet these regulations, tenants 
may withhold rent. If you chose to 
withhold your rent, you must inform the 
apartment owner in.writing why you are 
doing so. He advises that the money be 
placed in an escrow account. This can 
also be done through the courts. 
He also recommends notifying the 
iocal housing authority if there are health 
or safety violations that the apartment 
owner refuses to rectify. In Bridgewater 
the board of health should be notified. 
The board will investigate the complaint 
and notify the owner of the violation. 
Security deposits 
Most apartment owners require a 
security deposit to cover damages to the 
property that may be incurred during the 
rental period. Patsos recommends that 
tenants pay their security deposit by 
check. If it is necessary to· pay in cash, 
then you should get a receipt. 
Patsos said that to insure that you are 
not charged for damages you did not 
. make, it is advisable to write down all 
the problems with the apartment before 
moving in. You should sign the list, 
date it, and send it to the apartment 
owner,· so that he is also aware of these 
damages. 
According to Patsos, tile apartment 
owner cannot charge you for nonnal wear 
and tear on the apartment. He or she also 
must provide you with an itemizedJist 
by Berke Breathed 
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of the damages for which you are being 
charged. Your secmity deposit must be 
returned to you within 30 days of the 
time you move out. Also, the owner 
must keep the security desposits in a 
separate interest bearing account 
Other rights 
It is also important to remember, 
Patsos said, that you have possession· of 
the property for the duration of the rental. 
agreement. The apartment owner cannot 
enter the apartment without informing 
you that he or she intends to do so. He 
or she may enter the apartment to inspect 
it, at reasonable times, with notice. 
Also, the apartment owner is not 
allowed to refuse your rental bi.;c.mse of 
your race, gender, or occupation. This 
also means they are not allowed to refuse 
you because you are a student. 
Where to go for help 
If you feel that you have been 
discriminated against by an apartment 
owner, or if your apartment owner 
refuses to meet the 'obligations outlined 
. in the rental agreement there are places to 
go for help. 
William Patsos is the SGA attorney. 
He provides free legal advice. to 
Bridgewater students. He meets with 
students Tuesdays and Thursdays from 
4-7 p.m in the SGA office. 
Student Services.can also assist you. 
William Drapo is the college's 
off-campus representative. His office is 
Boyden Hall, 697-1208. 
The Bridgewater board of health has 
offices in the Academy building, in 
Bridgewater center. The number is 
697~6454. 
The Bridgewater Selectmen meet 
Monday nights at 7:30 p.m. in their 
offices in Town Hall. They can also be 
reached at 697-3700. 




How much do you know about 
MassPIRG? Doyouthink they 
.,. should stay on campus? 
Yes, I've ~heard of them~ 
They are . doing something 
about toxic waste. I signed a 
petition for them. I think;, 
they should stay on campus 
because they·arean. or .. 
ganization that .. does ·good 
\York cln issues·that ne~d to 
be defilt.witk 
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Yes, I've heard o.f them. 
They came to my class fast 
semester but I.· don't really 
know what they are about.I 
donlt think they should· be 
on campus·. becau,se l really 
dontt . see thell1 doing 
anything. i 
Kristina Connell 
I \:· . 
rve heard of it but l don•t 
know exactly what they dQ . 
I don't .. think they should be 
mt campus· ·because ·they 
take ()Ur money anq dcm•t 
tell tlS • what it's going 
tow1.ltd.orwhat·itwas used 
for~ · · 
. ,'.;(:::· .. : ... ·.::>\':·>::·:::::·;.: 
Jef'fGbrtoI1 
>"'·~::·c., 
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Calendar of 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Eve n ts ~ 
Thursday 
Thank God It's Thursday in the 
Ratskeller with D.J.'s John 
and Marshall. 
There is a resume workshop in 
the Plymouth County Room 4 at 
12:00 pm. 
Lynette Hawkins Stephens with 
the Berklee Reverence Gospel 
Ensemble will bring a wealth of 
experience as a stage and 
recording artist as well as 
forceful, vibrant energy to her 
performances. This performance 
will be at 8: 15 pm in the Berklee 
Performance Center located at 
136 Massachusetts Avenue. 
General Admission is $2.00. 
Friday 
"Familial Allusions" exhibit is at 
the Wallace Anderson Art 
Gallery- featuring mother/ 
daughter artists Joyce Libby and 
Jessica Lee. Their exhibit will be 
at the gallery through March 11. 
Sunday 
The University of Lowell Center 
for the performing and Visual 
Arts and the College of Music 
will present pianist Frank "W~~~ 
perform works by Haydn, 
Chopin, Brams, Scriabin, and 
Ginastera. The concert will take 
place in Durgin Hall on the 
University's south campus at the 
corner of Pawtucket and Wilder 
Streets. For more information or 
to order tickets by phone with 
Mastercard/ Visa, call the Center 
at 459~0350. 
Wednesday· 
The American Association of 
University Professors is having a 
meeting in the Martha Rondileau 
Room in the Maxwell Library at 
7:30 pm. 
Around the Area 
Concerts 
The Brodsky String Quartet will 
be perfonning Friday February 26 
at 8:00 pm. in the Alumni 
Auditorium, Ell Building, 
Northeastern University. The 
building is located at 360 
Huntington Avenue. Boston. 
Tickets for this debut are $12.00 
and are available. by sending 
check. Mastercard or Visa. to 
Charles River Concerts, 729 
Boylston S.t. #206, Boston, MA 
02116 or call nuArts Tickets at 
(617) 437-2247. Discounts are 
available for students and senior 
citizens. 
Comedy 
Four of the best comedians in 
Boston and New York are coming 
to the Zeiterion Theatre, New 
Bedford, on Friday February 26, 
when Shilla Productions presents 
an evening with Boston's 
Comedy Connettion. The four 
entertainers are Tony V. Eddie 
Brill, Ken Rogerson, and Mike 
Donovan. The two-hour 
performance begins at 7:30 pm. 
Tickets are available from 
Ticketrnaster (617) 787-8000 or 
from the Zeiterion Theatre Box 
Office, located in historic 
downtown New Bedford, 684 
Purchase Street, telephone ( 617) 
994-2900. 
"Spring in the Clowns" 
convention will be exciting to 
see juggling clowns zipping by 
on unicycles or walking on stilts 
or face painting in the lobby of 
··the Plymouth Sheraton Inn, 
Saturday March 5. South Shore 
Joey's Alley #159 is hosting this 
convention. The clown 
competition judging will be open 
to the public from 2-5 pm. For 
more information call Milly 
"Sparkles" Fantucchio at 
471-5339 (evenings). 
·nance 
Dance Umbrella presents Urban 
Bush Women in "Anarchy, Wild 
Women and Dinah." This event 
will take. place at the Strand 
Theatre, 543 Columbia Road in 
Dorch~ster at 8:00 ..... m •. Tic~\S 
calling 720-3434. For more 
information, call 492-7578. 
Tickets also on sale at all 
Ticketron locations and Nubian 
Notion. 
On Friday, March 4 and Saturday, 
March 5,1988 in John Hancock 
Hall at 180 Berkeley Street in 
Boston, The Ramon De Los 
Reyes ·Spanish Dance Theatre 
will ·present 1'Bravo Flamellco/ 
Samba Brazil"; a joint program 
with Edir Passos and Brazilero, 
Inc.· The shows begin at 8:00 
pm. Tickets are $17 arid $14 
general admission. Available in 
advance at· Bostix/ Ticketron or 
by calling Concert Charge at 
437-1118. For more information 
and reservations, call {617) 437-
0231. 
Sp.r-ing .... events 
Spring Ball tickets go on sale. 
March 21: The ball will be· May · 
4, at the Sheraton:in· M3nsfleld~ 
Keep ·reading ·the calendar for 
more information. 
The New England Spring Flower 
Show will run March 5-13, 1988 
at the Boston's Bayside 
·Exhibition Center. Presented by 
the Massachusetts Horticultural 
Society, the Spring Flower 
show's .theme this year is "A ' 
View from Your Window." Get 
excited ~or springtime; go to the 
Spring Flower Show at the· 
Bayside Exhibition Center. The 
snow's hours are 10 am to 10 pm 
weekdays and Saturdays, and on 
Sundays 10 am. to 8 pm. Tickets 
are $7.00 for adults and $2.00 for 
children aged 6-12. For ticket 
information, call 262-8780. 
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Aerobics iJ?.s~r~ctor concerped Peace Corp· s· The 
about poss1b1hty of lawsuit · .. · . · 
Legal Advisor 
By Jeffrey A. Newman 
Q. I attend a one-hour aerobics 
class each morning at a local 
health club and every twenty 
minutes or so, the instructor asks 
us to take our own pulse reading 
which we recite aloud. In a recent 
class, an elderly woman had a 
very high pulse rate after some of 
the exercises and the instuctor 
continued without warning her to 
slow down. About ten minutes 
later, the woman collapsed and an 
ambulance took her to a hospital. 
We later learned that she had a 
heart attack. Our instructor is 
concerned about being sued. 
Should she worry? 
A. Generally, if a person takes 
part in a sports activity, such as 
aerobics, and they are aware of 
their physical ailments and risks 
of injury, it would be unlikely 
that liability would attach to the 
instuctor. To be held liable, there 
must first exist a "duty of care" 
directly to the person injured. It 
may arise by statute, contract or 
other means. Without the 
existence of such duty, injury 
alone is not enough to file 
lawsuit. A general duty of care 
may exist between the owner of 
lhe health club and the member. I 
have been able to find no cases 
on point at this juncture, but I'm 
Q. I am an editor of an university 
campus newspaper. Until now, 
our editorial board has been free 
to run articles without restriction 
from the administration. Our 
teacher/ advisor would help us 
with story suggestions and 
business operations, but would 
stay away from editorial decisions 
regarding content. Last month, 
the U.S. Supreme Court said that 
school administrators may 
suppress controversial stories. 
Our advisor has warned us that 
·the school has asked him to take 
a close look at our stories and 
censor ones that might be 
"troublesome." We are trying to 
understand whether we have any 
First Amendment rights and how 
far we can go after the case of 
Hazelwood School District v. 
Kuhlmeier. 
A. Your problem is not rare. Last 
year, the Student Press Law 
Center in Washington D.C. 
received more than 500 reports of 
censorship battles from student 
editors around the country. 
January's ruling by the Supreme 
Court appears to grant school 
administrators broad latitude in 
censoring stories in state-funded 
school newspapers. Writing for 
the majority of the Court, Justice 
Byron White said, "A school 
must be able to set high standards 
for the student speech that does 
not meet with those standards." 
This decision, which seems to 
overrule historical decisions 
outlining student First 
Amendment Rights, stemmed 
from a suit by journalism 
students at Hazelwood East High 
School in Missouri. Their school 
prin.cipal deleted two pages from 
the student newspaper involving 
stories about pregnancy and 
divorce. But the Hazelwood case 
may not be the deathnell of 
student rights that people think. 
The court voted 5-3 against the 
student journalists and observers 
of the oral argument before the 
court suggests that the student's 
lawyer was inept. Another case 
with different facts may yield a 
different result. 
Q. I am going to be working 
part-time this summer and I 
understand that a new change in 
the tax law will effect students 
regarding filing of income taxes. 
Can you tell me what's involved? 
A. Changes in the tax laws, made 
by the Tax Reform Act of 1986 
come into effect this year. Las~ 
year, working students were able 
to claim an exemption of more 
than $2,000. The new Jaw, " s 
claim a personal exemption on 
their Federal Income Tax Return. 
Also, many working students 
will now have to file a tax return 
for the first time. The new law 
also says that students who make 
more than $500 a year and receive 
more than $1.00 in unearned 
income, such as interest from a 
savings account or dividend from 
stocks, must file an income tax 
return this year. Working 
students, if they have earned no 
unearned income, must file a 
return if they make more than 
$2,540 per year. Income Tax 
forms must be filed by April 15. 
For working students, the new 
law means that much more of 
their income is taxable and that. 
in effect, the new iaw reduces in 
half the amount which students 
can earn without paying taxes on 
their earnings. 
Q. My' son is in the 12th grade 
and has a required reading list 
which my husband and I have 
reviewed. As we are 
Fundamentalist Christians, we 
believe that some of the books 
on the list violate our traditional 
Christian morals, values and 
beliefs. For example, one of the 
books is "Working" by Studs 
Terkel, and it is filled with 
blasphemous language and even a 
chapter on a prostitute. I have 
instructed my son not to read 
certain books and his teacher 
informed me that if he does not 
read them, he will not pass the 
course. Can they force my son to 
read this stuff? 
A. Although I have been unable 
to find any case decided by our 
courts establishing your son's 
right not to read certain books, 
entitled Wooley v. Maynard, ~ 
Jehovah's Witness was allowed to 
place tape 'over the words on his 
New Hampshire license plate 
which has the state motto "Live 
Free or Die." He felt that to drive 
around with the saying on his 
license plate went against his 
conscience. Though I may 
disagree with you about the 
contents of "Working," your 
son's right not to read a book 
would seem well grounded in 
Supreme Court decisions. 
Legal questions? Call Jeffrey A. 
Newman, a practicing Boston 
attorney, at 1-800-448-0303. Or 
write him at the Law Offices of 
Jeffrey A. Newman, One 




toughest Job .•. 
ByChristine Howard 
Comment staff 
Looking for a. iob that will 
develop·yourorganizational.and 
leadership·· skills, be•·.cha~;. 
lengit1g, and teach·. you more 
about your culture, as well as 
another culture? Why not join 
the Peace Corp. 
The Peace Corp ·has been 
asked by a Congressional man-
date to double their number of 
volunteers.· They are attempt-
ing to recruit 10,000 vol• 
unteers. Paul McCaff ery, ·a 
Peace Corp recruiter was on 
campus Wednesday to recruit 
·Bridgewater State students. 
McCaff ery served for three 
years in Ecuador as a vol.-
unteer. He became a r~roiter, 
because. he said, "It's 
something that I wanted to 
come back to encourage other 
people to do," 
McCaffery said he joined the 
Peace Corp for ., A lot of 
reasons. I guess a basic interest 
in learning aoout other people 
from other countries. what 
- their cultures· .were like, and 
language. l was always inter-
ested in language, also the 
thought of helping people. 
Trying to do something that 
makes sense in thciT countr . 
(\ .. ·•·.·· .......... · ........•.• 'i?~pp~opf:la~ .·~~c .. 7: : .•. 
· · 11ology, ·~ ~e .. ~tided; ·~J guess I · 
hf.tdlhe thQugbts and· not .the 
W:qr(lstf1e11~·i .\ ····•.· ••••· • .. ···•.·•· ·.· .. ··•·•·· .•.·· .... · 
. · While.in E.cw:itJor he worked • 
on agricultural extension,. and 
rice cultivation. He also be-
came· involved in ·edl!cation 
teaching·.·adult· .e4ucation a; 
night. and high school English 
during the day. 
'T think the bestpart about 
being in the Peace Corp is 
getting. to know .. the people. 
Most <>f them are really 
wonderful.'''' McCaffery said, 
''They Jake you in.· and treat 
you as a family mernber.n 
Being ·a· volunteer is .not 
always easy, however. 
McCaffery said. "Everybody 
has a hard tirne adjusting in 
one way or another.·· InitiaUy I 
had a hard time physically 
adjusting ... that can be very 
wearing physically and 
emotionally to not feel well," 
he . OOded.. "Obviously the 
language is a major (problem). 
No matter how much you may 
have studied the language, or 
how much you may have 
learned during· the Peace 
Corp training, it's still very 
different once you actually get 
out in the field and are working 
and dealing socially With the 
people in the language. 11 
McCaffery stressed that the 
Peace Corp is not looking for 
highly technical skilled people. 
Thc'j 4.\l"C r>art.\cu\ru:\:t \n n~ of. 
SEE ME. 
-
· . FEEL ME. 
TOUCH ME. 
•  ,. ~ HEAR ME. 
Working with those who are communicatively impaired is a 
challenging. yet rewarding profession. Boston-Bouve College 
. at Northeastern University recognizes the lmportance of 
: research and further study in this field. Our ASHA accredited 
Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology 
and our program in Audiology (the only one in Boston) make 
it possible for you to pursue an advanced degree full-time. or 
part-time if you are employed in the field. { 
For information on these programs call (617) 4 3 7-2 708 or 
write to the.address below. 
ow Rates Elegant Service , BOSTON BOuvt Ca{{ for detai& : .Graduate School. Boston-BouveCollegepf Human Development Professions 106 Dockser Hall. Northeastern University. 360 Huntington Ave .. .Soston. MA 021\5 . 
697-5673 Northeaskrn UnhusitY 
An equal opportunity/affirmative action university. . . 
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Si>orts 
Bridgewater Bears action 
Gymnastics 3rd 
in New Englands 
Lancers fall to Lady Bears 
Bridgewater wins easily 66-48 
,, Bryon Hayes 
. , Comment staff 
By Angela Cornacchioli 
Comment staff 
The Bridgewater State 
Gymnastics team hosted the 1988 
New England Division III 
Championship and finished in an 
impressive third place. 
Eight teams were represented at 
the meet with Salem State 
(157 .35) taking the first place 
honors followed by Connecticut 
College (148.00), BSC (144.70), 
MIT (121.95)~ Rhode Island 
College (117.20), Coast Guard 
Academy (102.60), Smith 
College (101.10) and Westfield 
State (88.35). 
BSC started the competition on 
the balance beam, receiving a 
score of 34.85. BSC took 12-14 
place with finishes by Sharon 
Heraty (7.20), Jeri Anderson 
(7.15), and Teresa Spencer (7.10). 
In the floor exercises, Sarah 
Duggan and Heraty tied for sixth 
place with a 7.40 score. Spencer 
tied MIT for the seventh place 
with a 7 .30 score. The team 
earned a 34.85 mark for their 
efforts on the floor exercise. 
In the vault competition, BSC 
did exceptionally well with 
Heraty (8.40) and Anderson 
(8.35) taldng the third and fourth' 
place finishes. 
The highlight of the day came 
when Anderson won the uneven 
bars with a 8.45 score. Kristen 
Swain (7.35) finished 10th, 
Heraty (7.10) took 12th, and 
Spencer (6.35) placed 15th. 
In the All Around competition 
Heraty came in sixth place with a 
. 30.10 score and Spencer took the 
10th place with a 28.85 score. 
The Women's Gymastics team 
had a very successful day at the 
Championships. The enthusiastic 
team spirit that these women 
possessed helped motivate their 
team. They showed excellent 
sportsmanship qualities through-
out the day. BSC finished their 
regular season with a 6-2 overall 
recon:I. 
Alley-oop Mary Cawley goes in for the basket 
against Worcester State. (photo by Deb Willis) 
Bears win big against Worcester 
By Angela Comacchioli 
Comment staff 
Anderson, and Dillman were able Henry Staines came into the Lancers didn't score until the 
to build a lead which then game for BSC giving Carey a 17:01 mark when Mark Fiato 
It was a long night for the 
Worcester State Lancers, as the 
Bridgewater State Lady Bears 
easily defeated their opponents 
66-48, in a game which BSC 
dominated from start to finish. 
The Lady Bears took control in 
the first half. with the first BSC 
points being scored at the 18:28 
mark. Worcester State obtained 
their first points twenty seconds 
later. Bridgewater then began a 
12-2 run to lead 14-8, midway 
through the first half. 
The domination continued, as 
Katrina Antonellis' basket gave 
BSC its biggest lead of the half, 
30-14, and capped another 14-2 
scoring run by the Bears. The 
score at the end of the half 
showed Bridgewater up by 16, 
34-18. 
One of the most noticeable 
flaws in the first half, aside from 
the absence of Worcester State's 
offense and defense, was that long 
periods of time elapsed without 
either team scoring. A total of 
ten minutes, which were 
occasionally filled by bursts of 
erratic scoring, passed quietly. · 
The Lady Bears continued their 
superior play by out-shooting the 
Lancers. Wendy Rogers gave 
allowed the whole .ltce:am·t~o-I:a-..r~e~s·t.~P-im-enifltal·m~aMderga~npe~x-ll~emn;,t.ISCOllirlediiatitlnjieel. iiiniiteilr l4l41-li•llliill• 'llll!ftl!Mg@W!ISll•M§•!M@ifi's~~, 'and contribute:· .,,.,1:~t11 · ··· ··· · 
Basketball team started a fantastic Carey opened the scoring with 20-12 score. Bears had their biggest lead of the jumper. This made it 48-26. 
week with a viclory ov~r Eastern the first basket which was The next sensational move of game, 21 points, when Dillman Worcester . State continued to 
Nazarene 89-74 lastMonday. followed by a Lancer basket. The the game was when. Randy scored to make the game 52-31. have problems in the second half. 
They continued their winning Lancers didn't get their next Collins stole the ball and ran it At 11:22 the Lancers attempted Gayle Wallace slammed into the 
ways on Saturday as they walked basket until 4 minuteS later after down the open court for the to score but failed when Collins bleachers while trying to keep the 
all over the Worcester State BS C had already built a basket. This gave the Bears their made a superb block. ball inbounds. She left the game 
Lancers 80-67. comfortable 1().,.2 lead. biggest lead, 12 points, in the The Bears finished off the at the 12:00 minute mark, after 
Topping the Bears in scoring At the 14:56 mark, BSC. put, half (26-14). Lancers with the final score of falling down again underneath the 
against E. Nazarene were Sean the Lancers anhe foul line for 2 Mike Lawn and Peter Toumigy 80-67. BSC basket. 
Carey (18), Rob Pimental (16}, .points as they tried to catch up also entered the game for the The Bears (13-10) are 6-4 in the The only bright spots in the 
Chuck Jaehnig (16), George 10-6. Bears. For the rest of the half MASCAC behind Salem State Worcester State line-up were 
Anderson (14), and John Dillman With BS C's lead at 12-6 they managed to hold a 10 point 8-0. Don1t miss the Bears' final Cathy Riverneider and Chrissy (13). Pimental and Todd . Steiman lead as the half time score was home game of the season as they Mitchell. These two combined to 
Saturday the Bears dominated entered the game. The Bears Bridgewater up 38-28. battle North Adams State this score 21 of their team's 30 second 
the game from the beginning to continued racking up the.points The second half opened with Saturday, February 27th. Game half points. No other player 
the end. The starting line up of building the lead io 18-10 at the two quick baskets by Carey. The time is 5:00pm~ scored points for the Lancers 
Robert Aho,. Jaehnig, Carey t 11:20 mark. · until the five minute mark. 
BAIRS club hits the 
Stuaents pose for a picture before going 
to Canada. (photo by Paul Cournoyer) 
slopes of Canada 
By Paul Cournoyer 
Comment staff 
This past weekend, the BAIRS 
club took three bus loads of 
skiers to the mountains of 
Quebec. The three day trip, which 
started on Friday at 4:00 p.m. and 
ended 4:30 a.m. Monday, was 
never boring. It was packed with 
fun and excitement 
Saturday at Mount St. Anne, 
the visibility was about 25 to 30 
feet, due to fog, a light snowfall 
in the morning, and sleet in the' 
afternoon. The trails ran down 
both faces of the mountain, with 
a good amount of powder snow 
to make excellent skiing con-
ditions. 
That night, after skiing all day, 
the group went out on the town 
to be cultured by the city-life in 
Quebec. Most of the group met 
at the discotheque, where they 
danced the night away. 
~he next morning was difficult 
in getting up and checking out of . 
the hotel. The day was un-
bearably cold, with low tem-
peratures. For some, it was too 
much, so they stayed in the 
lodge, while others tackled 
another day of skiing. 
After the day was over and 
everyone had loaded up, the group 
headed back to the USA. Bus 
number one, however, had other 
ideas. It accidentally hit another 
bus' mirror, breaking it.. They 
passed papers, and were 
finally off, only to be stopped an 
hour later by the police for the 
earlier accident The driver proved 
that he had passed papers and 
gave his report The busses were 
off again. 
On the ride home, students 
exchanged skiing stories about 
how many times they wiped out 
on the slopes. One point is 
definite: Canada will never be the 
same after experiencing the 
BAIRS club skiers. 
Bridgewater scored the final 
basket in the game, and ended up 
with an 18 point victory, 66-48. 
Game high scorers for the 
Lancers was Riverneider, with 
18, followed by Mitchell with 
10, and Wallace with 9. · 
Bridgewater State had all of 
their players in the scoring 
column, with Rogers and Lynn 
Malkasian at the top, with 10. 
Antonellis followed with 9, ·and 
Mary Cawley h~ 7. 
On Thursday, February 18, 
Babson College came to the 
Bear's home territory, where they 
were defeated by BSC, 90-85. 
High scorers for the Bears were 
Lynn Malkasian with 23, Cawley 
19, and Rogers chipped in with 
16. Kerry McGovern was the 
only other player for BSC to 
make double digits with 14. 
Babson's Laurie Hornick and 
Jen Guttberg Jed· the way in 
--scoring with 19 points each. 
The Bears final home game 
will be Saturday the 27. against 
,North Adams. The game time is 
3:00 p.m. in the Kelly Gym. 
Intramural 
News 
* There will be a co-ed 
"Snowball Softball" tournament 
on March 5th. Join the 
excitement and get a team 
together of 5 men/5 women. 
Rosters are due March 5th. 
*Playoff schedule: 
Co-ed Soccer playoffs on March 
6th at 6:00 pm. Women's 
Basketball semifinals on March 
6th at 7:00 pm-1st vs.4th, 2nd vs. 
3rd. Men's Basketball 2nd round 
playoffs are on March 6th at 
8:00 Semifinals will be 
March 7th at 8:00 pm. 
The Basketball finals will be 
held on March 8th, women at 





N.E. Division Ill Championships 
Salem State 157.35 
Connecticut College 148.00 
BSC 144.70 
Swimming 
BSC 123 Babson 82 
Women's Basketball 
BSC 66 Worcester State 48 
Clark University 67 BSC 63 




Eastern Nazarene 7 4 
Wore ester State 67 
Swim team sinks Babson; set for New Englands 
By Angela Cornacchioli 
Comment staff 
The Women's Swim Team 
finished their regular season last 
Tuesday with yet another victory 
as they easily swam past Babson 
College 123-82. 
BSC totally dominated the meet 
by placing first in all events, 
despite Babson having the bigger 
team. 
The first race of the day, the 200 
medley relay, was won by the 
combined efforts of Denise 
Murl?~t~ }~anne. Anderson, 
., ~,·metmanie Kozowyk, and Jeanne 
Bailey with a 2:05.83 time. 
Babson finished with a time of 
2:18.62. 
Heather Lambert, up against 
three Babson swimmers, won the 
500 freestyle in 5:56.75, while 
Kathy Sugrue finished first in the 
200 freestyle. 
Next, Murphy edged her 
opponents by .06 seconds as she 
won the 50 backstroke with a 
31.86 time. 
Lambert taking first place in 'the. 
50 free with a 28.03 time. 
In the 1 meter diving event, 
Chrissy Pendletome won with a 
154.55 score. 
Lambert and Sugrue combined 
to take first and second in the 100 
freestyle. 
Murphy took to the block next 
winning the 100 backstroke with 
a new BSC record iime of 
1:08.04. 
In the 50 breaststroke, BSC 
took the top two places with 
finishes from Anderson and 
Bailey. 
Anderson and Bailey took first 
and second in the 200 
breaststroke while Kozowyk and 
Then· it was Kozowyk winning Sugrue finished first and third in 
the 100 fly in 1 :08.08 and the 50 fly. 
· Pendleton then won the 3 meter 
diving with a 134.45 score. 
Murphy and Anderson teamed 
up for first and second in the 100 
individual medley. 
The last event of the meet saw 
Lambert, Bailey. Sugrue, and 
Anderson set another BSC record 
in the 800 free relay with a 
9: 17.46 time. The Babson 
swimmers weren't even close as 
they finished in 12:46.86. 
Swim Team Splashes 
The Women's swim team has 
been t:raining all week for the 
New England Championships 
this weekend at Bowdoin 
College. 
The team is going into the meet 
with positive hopes and plans to 
make BSC known with their 
relay teams. 
Murphy commented that, "we 
expect to go in and show 
everyone the talent that our team 
has." 
Lambert said, "the team is 
going to go into each race and do 
our best times possible." 
The women are. "psyched" for 
the meet and despite their small 
team, they're going to do the best 




Earn the Money 
You Need to Succeed. 
College costs are high and are always going up but now you can start earning the money you need. It's incredible ... UPS pays up to $9 dollars an hour for steady part time Package Handlers and you can choose from a variety of shifts: 5:30pm-9:30pm, 10:30pm-2:30am, and 4am-8om (shifts vary from 3.5 hours). Along with great pay, we offer fantastic benefits. induding paid vacations, profit sharing, .and holiday.s, medical, prescription, vision and dental coverage plans. UPS also offers outstanding career opportunities for people who are interested in moving ahead in our growing company. For more information please contact your Career Placement Office. 
Come apply at UPS today and start earning the 
money you need to succeed! · 0 
MONDAY & TUESDAY, 
1PM-5PM 
200 Oak Hill Way 
BROCKTON 
--
Come and meet our Campus 
Representative on Wednesday, 
10am to 2 pm, outside the 
Bookstore in the 
Student Union .Building •. 
UNITED PARCEL 
SERVICE 
An Eqvol Opportvnily Employer 
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~Campus Bulletin Board~ 
Classifieds 
PART TIME - HOME 
MAILING PROGRAM! -
Excellent income! Details, 
send self-addressed, stamped 
envelope. West, Box 5877, 
Hillside, NJ 07205. 
TYPISTS - Hundreds weekly 
at home! Write: P.O. Box 17, 
Clark, NJ. 07066. 
$10 - $660 Weekly/Up 
Mailing Circulars! Rush 
self-addressed stamped 
envelope; Dept. An 7CC-Ey2, 
9300 Wilshire, Suite 470, 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212. 
DAY CARE CENTER -
Charming 7-room Cape in 
excellent condition with large 
lot. pool and attached 
schoolroom, completely 
equipped. Eighteen years in 
business, $80K yearly gross. 
OF<; qualified Head 
Teacher/Director can work with 
Aide in classroom licensed for 
fifteen children. An absolute 
gold mine, owner wants to 
retire. $250,000.00. Call Steve 






I Aamm1stratois seeKmg eritry 
level or professional 
advancement. Contact: Dr. 
Macki Education Job Search, 
Box 223, Georgetown. MA 
01833 {617) 352-8473. 
VACANCY - two females, 
double room, furnished, com-
mon kitchen and sitting area. 
Separate entrance. Walking dis-




extra money performing for 
small groups of patients in a 
living room setting for 
approximately one houL 
Informal and relaxed. Call 
Shirley Ezemis at the Brockton 
Hospital at 586-2600 X 2543 
for more information. 
HIRING - GOVERN-
MENT JOBS - your area. 
Many immediate openings 
without waiting list or test. 
$15,000 - $68,000. Call (602) 
838-8885, x 7630. 
HOSTESSES WANTED -
day. and night time positions. 
.. Immediately positions avail-
able. Competitive wages. No 
experience needed. Apply in \ 
person at El Torito's in 
Midclleboro. 
BOUNCER-S WANTED -
most exciting night club in the 
area. No experience needed. 
Competitive .wages. Apply in 
person at El Torito's in 
Mi.ddleboro. Ask for Ron. 
1988-89 Financial Aid Forms Available - Financial Aid 
forms for the 1988-89 award year are now available in the Financial 
Aid Office in Tillinghast Hall. Students are being advised to apply 
early (as soon after Janaury 1, 1988 as possible). Filing a complete 
Financial Aid Application; an F.A. F., Bridgewater Aid Application, 
student Federal 1040 Tax Form and parent Federal tax form (if 
required) is now required for all programs. This applies to Guaranteed 
Student Loans, State Scholarships, College Work Study, Tuition 
Waivers, Pell Grants, Perkins Loans, Supplemental Grants, etc. 
April 1st is the Financial Aid Application priority date for the 
1988-89 year. Please note: this date is earlier than previous years to 
allow for increasing processing time associated with new Federal 
Financial Aid laws. Again, students are advised to file early. Late 
applicants are not assured of notification prior to the fall semester 
billing deadlines. 
Notes From the Catholic Center - Confirmation Program at 
the Catholic Center - The Catholic Center will sponsor a program 
leading to the reception of the Sacrament of Confirmation. The 
sessions will be held every Wednesday evening, from 6:30 to 8:00. 
Anyone wishing to prepare for the sacrament should contact the 
Center. 
Daily Mass Schedule Change - A daily liturgy is lield at the Catholic 
Center on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday at 12:10. The Sunday 
Liturgy are held on Saturday at 4 p.m. and Sunday at 9 a.m., 10:45 
a.m. and 7 p.m. 
Need Help? Contact Father Bob or Sister Jo-Ann at 697-2402 
ANYTIME. 
Interested in Aviation - The Aviation Club will meet every 
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the CC Green room. All students from any 
major are welcome. The club will be sponsoring many. aviation 
related events and activities. This semester should prove to be a good 
time for all who attend. 
Ensemble Theatre- Tickets are now on sale for Trinity Repertory 
Company shows in February for $2 each. For more inform_ation on 
payments, please see the theatre call board next to the Campus Center 
Stage door, or visit the Ensemble Theatre office on the ground floor 
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low priced tickets for Les Miserables show in Boston on.February 
29th. Will be on sale on February 18 between 4-5 in front of the 
bookstore. One ticket per person and must be paid in full. Tickets 
will be between $5 - $10. Look for them!The Exsemble Theatre has 
posted the cast list for its upcoming production of A Streetcar Named 
Desire. Performances are scheduled for April 21, 22, and 23 at 8 p.m. 
Dr. Stephen Levine is directing the mid-century American classic. 
The cast of actors, in alphabetical order includes Laurie Andruk, Beth 
Barry, Michael Booth, Jeff Donovan, Donna Foster, Don Gallagher, 
Ken Jackson, Laurie Lapides, Kevin LaVelle, Michael Leonard, and 
Donn~ Schiavo. Congratulations to all and break a leg! 
Current Residence-· Hall Students - The Housing Contract 
deadline is Friday, March 11, 1988. The $50 deposit is to be paid at 
the Student Payment Office. The Housing Contract and the G..r"1l 
receipt (given for the $50 deposit) are to be returned to your RD by 
the deadline. Please note the following dates: April 11, 12, 13 -
Apartment Lottefy. May 2, 3, 5 - General Room Lottery. 
Burnell School to hold Olympics - as it did in 1980 and 1984, 
the Burnell School faculty is planning for a school-wide Olympics, to 
be held May 9-13. In preparation for the Olympics, each class is 
studying one or .more countries and will represent those countries in 
the week's events. Physieal Education Professor Sam Baumgarten 
requests the assistance of anyone on campus who may have lived in 
or visited one of the countries being studied, and who can offer the 
students information about that country in the form of slide, video, or 
film presentations, informal talks, or displays or art objects or 
clothing, etc. If you would like to help, please .contact Professor 
Baumgarten at the Burnell School, ext. 1315. The countries being 
studied include: United States, Sweden, Korea, Mexico, Great 
Britain, Canada, Ghana, Switzerland, Germany. Greece, China, Peru, 
Iran, Haiti, Hungary, and Cambodia. 
Don McLean Comes to BSC! - the campus center program 
committee presents singer Don McLean on Thursday, March 3 lst at 8 
p.m~ in the Adrian Rondileau Campus Center Auditorium. Come see 
his hits such as American Pie, Crying and Vincent performed live! 
Tickets are on sale at the information booth prior to the concert. 
Prices are $2 BSC students, $3 senior citizens and children, and $4 
general public. 
Early Childhood Association - sponsors a bus trip to Boston 
Museum. of Science. Saturday, February 27, 1988. 10:30 a.m. - 4 
p.m. $4.50 per adult, $2.50 per child, includes bus and ticket. F~ 
more infonnation, all 697-~57 or 697-3471. 
College Scholarship Program - applications are now available 
for a number of scholarships and awards which will be presented to 
undergraduates at Honors Day and Alumni Day in April. A wards in 
the amount of $100 to $1000 will be presented. For information 
please consult the Student Handbook, pages 113-121. Application 
forms are available outside the Office of Students Services in Boyden 
Hall, at the Financial Aid Office in Tillinghast Hall and at the 
Information Booth in the Campus Center and must be completed by 
Friday, March 11, 1988. 
Amnesty International - a group of students here at BSC are 
forming a campus branch of Amnesty International. If you are 
interested and care about human rights than you should ta1ce the time 
and find out about AI. We meet every Monday at 3 p.m. in room 
206 of the science building. If you cannot join us for the meetings, 
you will be seeing our informational displays by the bookstore. 
Bridgewater State College Children's Theatre - will be 
performing a Russian fairy tale called The Two Maples by Eugene 
Schwartz. It will be held in the Rondileau Campus Center 
Auditorium on Thursday March 10 at 10 a.m .• Friday March 11 at 10 
a.m., 1 p.m. and 7 p.m., Saturday March 12 at 1 :30 p.m., Monday 
March 14 at 10 a.m. and Tuesday March 15at10 a.m. Tickets prices 
are $2 and there are group rates. For information or reservations 
please telephone 617 697-1321. 
Coping with Shyness - a structured group experience for students 
whose shyness interferes with their enjoyment of life. The group will 
meet Tuesdays from 3 - 4 p.m. in the Counseling Center (Harrington 
Hall) on the following dates: February 23, March 1, 8, 22, 29 and 
April 5. For more information, call X 1331 or just come - no 
registration necessary. Everyone is welcome. 
Vector Marketing Announces Annual College Essay 
Contest - the contest is open to both part-time and full-time 
undergraduates, enrolled at recognized colleges and universities across 
the country who are not currently or previously employed by Vector 
Marketing. Students are asked to write a 500 word essay on the 
PoetendaiEmployer Upon Graduation. The wmnmg essay contestant 
will receive $500 in scholarship monies. Ten additional runners-up 
will receive $250 each. All essay contest participants will be offered 
an opportunity to . intetyiew for a . position . as a· summer. sales 
representative through the Vector Marketing Corporation. Copy must 
be typed, double-spaced, on white 8 1/2" x 11" paper and should not 
exceed 550 words. All entries should include a return address and 
phone number along with the student's class year and major. All 
submissions will become the property of Vector Marketing 
Corporation. Winners will be notified by mail no later than April IS, . 
1988. The deadline for entries is Aprill, 1988. Entries should be sent 
to: Vector Marketing Corp., 1260 Woodland Ave., Springfield, PA 
19064. -
Careers in Investments - a career in investment is both 
challenging and financially rewarding! Learn about the ins_ and outs of 
this exciting field from an expert. Joseph Bitterly, Vice President of 
Paine Webber, NY,_ will talk about Careers in Investment on 
Wednesday, March 2nd, at 2 p.m. in the Library Lecture Hall. 
Admission is FREE and refreshments will be served. 
Bridgewater State College Choral Society - are you 
interested in music? If so, why not join the Bridgewater State College 
Choral Society. We meet Monday and Wednesday from 3 p.m: to 
4:15 p.m. in the Horace Mann Auditorium in Boyden Hall. Earn a 
credit toward graduation and enjoy doing it. Come and check it out. 
All are welcome to join. · 
Survivors of Incest - Meeting Wednesday at 3:00, Counseling 
Center, Harrington Hall~ 697-1200, X 1331. 
Eati~g ~isorder? .If concerns about eating, dieting or weight are 
do~1natmg your .hfe, yo~ are not alone. Come and share your 
fee~mgs ~d expenences with others involved in similar struggles. An 
eat1~g disorders support ·group meets in the Counseling Center, 
Harrington Hall, on Tuesday evenings from 8-9 p.m. Come and help 
others as well as yourself. Strictly Confidential. 
Interested in Aviation - The Aviation Club will meet every 
Tu~sday at 7 p.m. in the CC Green room. All students from any 
maJor are welcome. The club will be sponsoring many aviation 
related events and activities, This semester should prove to be a good 
time for all who attend. 
